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while $L$ is not $empty$ do
$carrow$ choose$(L)$
$karrow$ level(c)
for $p$ in $P_{k+1}$ do
$r_{p}arrow$ { $p$ }
for $p,$ $q$ in $P$ do
if $r_{p}$ $r_{q}$ then
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1: full CAD ( : )
if then
else




return $D=\{D_{1}, \ldots, D_{r}\}$
3.2 full CAD
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$F(x, y)=\exists x(0\leq x\wedge x\leq 1\wedge f(x, y)>0)$







$F(x, y)=F_{1}(x)\wedge F_{2}(x, y)$ , $x_{1}\in \mathbb{R}^{1}_{-}$ $F_{1}(x_{1})$ $F(x_{1}, y)$
.
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$c$ $D_{k}(1\leq k\leq r)$ . $c$ $F^{*}$ $v(c)$ .




$c\in D_{k}$ $(k+1)$ -level $c_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $c$ ,
$c$ $c_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $c_{n}$ .
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$Q_{k+1}=\exists$ $\Rightarrow$ $v(c)=\vee i=1n$ $v$ ( )
$Q_{k+1}=\forall$ $\Rightarrow$ $v(c)= \bigwedge_{i=1}^{n}v(q)$
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if $v(c)=$ an$dQ_{k}=\exists$ then
$v$ ($p$ $p$ ) $arrow$
elif $v(c)=$ and $Q_{k}=\forall$ then














: $X,$ $Y$ : $(X\neq Y)$




$if$ level $(X)\neq$ level $(Y)$ then
return $1e_{\backslash }ve1(X)-$ level $(Y)$
end if
$ret$urn index$(X)-$ index$(Y)$
$\deg(X)$ $X$ , level(X) $X$ level, index(X) $X$ index
. index , .
4.2 partial CAD
partial CAD . choose
4.1.4 celLorder .
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for $p$ in $P_{k}$ do
$r_{p}arrow$ {$r\in\{p$ } $|r\in R_{k}$ } ( )
for $p,$ $q$ in $P$ do




2: ( : )
$Carrow$ { $r_{p}$ }
$D_{k+1}arrow D_{k+1}\cup C$
$Larrow L\cup C$
return $D=\{D_{1}, \ldots , D_{r}\}$
4.3 partial CAD




partial CAD CAD .

















$T$ $=$ $4\alpha^{4}-S\alpha^{3}\beta-4\alpha^{3}+S\alpha^{2}\beta^{2}+S\alpha^{2}\beta-3\alpha^{2}-12\alpha\beta^{2}+2\alpha\beta+4\alpha+5\beta^{2}-4\beta$ .
2-1. Show that
$\forall\alpha,$ $\beta_{i}C_{2}\in \mathbb{R}(\alpha\geq 0\wedge\beta\geq 0\wedge 4(\alpha^{2}+\beta^{2})<1)\Rightarrow(B\leq 0\vee D\leq 0)$ .
2-2. Show that
$\forall\alpha,$ $\beta,$ $C_{2}\in \mathbb{R}(0\leq\alpha\leq 1\wedge 0\leq\beta\leq 1)\Rightarrow A\leq 0\wedge C\leq 0\wedge(B\leq 0\vee D\leq 0)$.
ex3
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